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STEP 1 – NOSE - PREPARING THE COMPONENTS 
 

  

 
 

 For the following steps, please prepare:  

  Nose (1x)  

  M2.5 hex bolt x20mm (2x)  

  M2cs hex bolt x10mm (1x)  
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STEP 2 – NOSE 
 

   
 

  
 

  Slide the Nose onto the front of the Front Bulkhead area. 

  Align the rectangle bolt blocks inside the top of the Nosecone onto the top of the Front Bulkhead box 
as shown. 

  Attach with the M2.5 hex bolts x20mm with your 2mm hex driver. Tighten until there’s no gap between 
the Nose and the Front Bulkhead. 
Note; these screws angle inwards so that the hex driver can just clear the Dashboard and Driver. 

 Especially the first time, you may need to firmly push the Nose against the M2.5 hex bolts x20mm 
to start the thread/hole. 

 

  Turn the car over and align the back edge of the bottom of the Nose with the front outer edges of the 
Front Bulkhead as indicated. At this point with a tiny gap between the two components the little hole in 
the centre should align with the corresponding hole in the Front Bulkhead Plate Block inside, you may 
need to insert a thin hex driver to align exactly and get a feel of that position. 

  Secure the bottom of the Nose with the M2cs hex bolt x10mm.  

  Only screw this in until it’s flush with the Nose bottom surface, if you tighten too far it could damage 
the inside Mount Block and Steering Column Pinion front bearing. 

 Ensure your assembly matches the pictures.  
  

x2 x2 
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STEP 3 – BODY - PREPARING THE COMPONENTS 
 

  

 
 

 For the following steps, please prepare:  

  Body (1x)  

  Windscreen Outer (1x)  

  Windscreen Inner (1x)  

  Mirrors (2x)  

  M1.6 button head hex bolt x5mm (4x)  

  M1.6 nut (4x)  

  M1.6 hex bolt x5mm (2x)  
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STEP 4 – WINDSCREEN PREPARATION 
 

  

 

 Carefully open out all (8x) holes in the windscreens using the 1.5mm drill bit.  

  On the Left side of the Windscreen Outer there is one hole for attachment to the Windscreen Inner and 
the Mirrors. 

  On the Left side of the Windscreen Inner there are two lower holes for attachment to the Body 

  On the Left side of the Windscreen Inner there is one middle hole for attachment of the Windscreen 
Outer and Mirrors. 

x2 Repeat for Right side holes. 
 The top/bottom edges of the windscreens are quite jagged, and the surface has the stepped 

gradient of the printing process. From a distance this looks ok, but up close you may wish to 
refine this with your modelling skills!  
Therefore, as desired thoroughly sand the edges and all surfaces inside and outside of both 
windscreens, initially with the coarse sandpaper and then progressing to the finer grit. 
This windscreen material is called CPE which is tough, resistant to high temps and semi flexible, 
however these components are produced very thin to give a good look so please handle them 
carefully whilst sanding and installing. 
The smoother the surface, the better final result you will achieve, but don’t worry that during and 
after sanding the effect will be very opaque and definitely not translucent! Once finished sanding 
wash the parts in water and dry them carefully. The final step in this process is to coat with a 
clear finish. The clear coat will fill all the little imperfections and ‘magically’ make the parts semi-
transparent – cool!  
Tamiya TS-13 does work quite well…however you may know of other/better products/techniques 
– so please use your modelling knowledge to make the windscreens, and the whole car, look 
amazing   

 

 

  

x2 
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STEP 5 – WINDSCREEN INNER ATTACHMENT 
 

   

 

 
 

  There are four partial holes from the inside that only go half way through the material. Drill these holes 
all the way through from the inside with the 1.5mm drill bit. The TPU material is tough, but these holes 
are close to the edge, so as you drill slightly point the drill bit tip away from the edge to ensure it 
doesn’t break through, ensuring you do this, it is quite easy to complete the holes!  

  Pre-thread the four M1.6 button head hex bolts x5mm in the four holes from the outside of the Body 
as shown, screw in until the thread just starts to protrude on the inside. 

  Line up the Windscreen Inner over all four holes, noting the lower edge of the Windscreen Inner rests 
inside the Body as shown. Continue screwing the M1.6 button head hex bolts x5mm through the 
Windscreen Inner holes. 

x2 Left side shown upside down! Repeat for the Right side. 

  Finish securing the Windscreen Inner with the four M1.6 nuts.  
Note; these are not nylock nuts and therefore it is recommended to use a tiny bit of thread lock to 
ensure they don’t come loose over time. Do not over-tighten. 

  

x2 

X4 
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STEP 6 – WINDSCREEN OUTER ATTACHMENT 
 

  

 

  Attach the Windscreen Outer and Mirror at the same time by inserting the M1.6 hex bolt x5mm with 
your 1.5mm hex driver from the inside through the Windscreen Inner then the Windscreen Outer then 
into the Mirror. Once tightened, orient the Mirror so the Driver can adequately see behind him. 

x2 Repeat for the Left side. 

 Ensure your assembly matches the picture.  
  

x2 
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STEP 7 – BODY MOUNTING TECHNIQUE 
 

   
 
 You may need to play around a bit to get the technique for yourself, based on the following 

process to clip the Body onto your glorious Grand Prix car. 
 

  You can start either side, but starting with Right is demonstrated. Place the front right edge of the 
Body partially over the Right side of the Front Bulkhead. 

  Bend the front Left edge of the Body outwards as much as needed (it’s very bendy TPU) … 

  …so that the Left faring area of the Body can clip/wrap over the Left of the Front Bulkhead. 

  Push in the bottom front edge of the Body (both sides) so that it tucks nicely against the chassis and 
inside the rear part of the Front Suspension Arm. 
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STEP 8 – BODY MOUNTING TECHNIQUE 
 

 
 

  Take note of the rectangular notches in the Rear Bulkhead (both sides). The Left side has the motor 
wires exiting just in front if it, but otherwise it’s the same notch as the right side shown. 

  Recommended technique here is; to have the front of the car facing towards you, place your 
forefingers in between the Body and Chassis from underneath each side so that the very bendy sides 
are bowed outwards…  

  …and then with your thumbs push the back edge of the Body approximately where the top rear link 
faring protrudes so that you push the inner Body tabs into the notches in the Rear Bulkhead. 

  Then once you feel they are seated into the notches remove your fingers and press the sides of the 
body against the chassis to make it all sit straight. 

 Ensure your assembly matches the picture.  
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STEP 9 – BODY - COMPLETED 
 

  

 

 WOW that’s it! You have built your Grand Prix car. ENJOY   
 

 


